
Niccolò
Rules of the Game



16th Century Florence – a hotbed of political intrigue. The 
Republic is crumbling, powerful nobles are competing for control 
of the city and its territories.

As head of one of the four most ambitious families, you will use 
the tools available to you to advance your own cause whilst 
hindering your rivals.

Be ready to plan and execute strategies worthy of Niccolò 
Machiavelli, but beware, for when the Signoria happens, 
everything may change !

Niccolò is a family game supporting different play styles. It can be enjoyed by young players just for fun, but if 
older players want an intensely competitive experience, then Niccolò offers opportunities for those who like to 
count cards, second-guess their opponents' plays, and plan two or three moves ahead in a game.

Objective of the Game
The objective is deceptively simple: to advance your Player Token around the outer track of coloured squares, 
and be the first  to make one full circuit and return home. The twist is that at the start of each round, players use
cards from their hand to change the rules governing how the Player Tokens move.

Components
• 4 Player Tokens:  Visconti (Dog), Sforza (Cannon), Soderini (Flag), Medici (Coins)
• 4 Family Cards: Visconti, Soderini, Sforza, Medici
• 4 Rule Markers: Red, Green, Blue, Yellow
• 64 Playing Cards 
• 4 Turn Markers: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th.
• 1 Playing Board

Overview
In the centre of the board is the rules circle, divided into the six rule zones: 

• Fortune = Forward 6 spaces
• Favour = Forward 4 spaces
• Influence = Forward 2 spaces
• Inquisition = Cannot move
• Scandal = Backward 1 space
• Disgrace = Backward 2 spaces

At any given time, the coloured rule markers are each located in one of the six zones. The location of the 
coloured rule markers is critical to the game, because it is the arrangement within the rules circle that 
determines how the player tokens move around the spaces of the outer track. For example, a player token 
standing on a blue space on the track moves according to the rule underneath the blue rule marker. And so on.
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Preparing to Play
Separate the family cards from the deck. 

Players select their player token (Dog, Cannon, Flag, Coins) and place it on the home space in the centre of the 
edge of the board nearest to them (the home space is designated by a circular inlay). 

They take the corresponding family card (Visconti, Sforza, Soderini, Medici) and place it in front of them so 
that everyone can see. The family cards take no part in the game, they are just a convenient way for everyone to
remember which token belongs to which player. Place all four of the coloured rule markers in the Influence 
(+2) rule zone in the centre of the board.

Roll a die, draw lots, or use any pre-agreed method to see who will take the 1st Turn Marker.  Distribute the 
remaining Turn Markers in sequence, clockwise around the table: 2nd, 3rd & 4th. Shuffle the card deck 
thoroughly, and deal out all the cards (face down) into four equal piles of 16 cards.

Each player takes one of the piles of cards and places it, face down, next the them. This becomes their draw 
pile. All players draw four cards into their hand from their draw pile. Players do not see each others' hands.

Figure 1 - The board ready to begin a game.



The game proceeds in rounds, each round comprising two phases:

Phase 1 – Card Play
All players draw one card from their draw pile – bringing their hand up to five cards.

Players take turns to play a card, beginning with the player who has the 1st Turn Marker, and proceeding 
clockwise around the table.Each player in turn selects a single card from their hand, and plays it to the table in 
front of them, face up. The rule markers in the centre are immediately re-arranged according to the instructions 
written on the card. Players keep their played cards to one side, forming their discard pile.

When all players have played their card, then the rule markers are in their final position for this round.

Figure 2 - The first player plays a green Favour, so the green rule marker is moved to the Favour (+4) zone.

Note that in each round, it is only the final positions of the rule markers that matter for the subsequent Moving 
Phase, so players should choose carefully which card to play. Note which colour space on the outer track your 
own player token is standing upon, and also note which colour your opponents' tokens are standing upon, and 
try to play a card that will change the rules in a way that benefits you. 

You cannot refuse to play a card, so if you are struggling to find a card that re-arranges the rule markers to your
advantage, then you may have to settle for playing a card that does the least damage to your chances, or perhaps
simply damages the chances of a rival family.

You are allowed to play a card that moves a rule marker to the zone it already occupies - in effect, a "no 
change" situation.

Phase 2 – Moving
Beginning with the player who has the 1st Turn Marker, and proceeding clockwise, each player in turn notes 
the colour that their player token is currently standing upon, and moves it according to the instruction 
underneath the corresponding rule marker for that colour. For example, if Cannon is standing upon a green 
space, and if the green rule marker is in the Favour (+4) zone, then the Cannon token must advance 4 spaces in 
a clockwise direction.

Moving is not optional – in the moving phase, everyone must move in turn, and according to the current rules



Figure 3 - An example first round movement phase. According to the locations of the rule markers as 
shown, the player tokens move from their start space to their destination space as indicated by the 
arrows.

The Coins token standing on a red space does not move, because the Red rule is Inquisition (0). The Dog token 
has made a spectacular double move called a Gambado Reale (Royal Leap) which is explained later under 
“Named Moves”. 

Special Moves
Player tokens may not occupy the same space. When moving, if the space that your token would land upon is 
occupied by another token, then you may choose to either stop in the last free space before the blockage (known
as refusing) or, you may move over it to land upon the next free space in the direction of travel (known as 
jumping).

You may refuse or jump when moving backwards.

It is possible for a token to move (including refusing or jumping) such that it ends its move on a track space of 
the same colour as the space on which it began - in this case, the player may choose to execute the appropriate 
rule one more time - but they are not obliged to. If they choose to move again, this double move is known as a 
“Gambado” (a leap).

Only one Gambado is allowed per player per turn. Triple leaps are not allowed.

When approaching your home space to win, you may land on it, pass it, or jump or leap over it.

It is possible for all four player tokens to be occupying spaces for which the rule is currently Inquisition (0) - in 
which case nobody moves.

Further Rounds
When the Moving Phase of the previous round is over, all players pass their Turn Marker to the player on their 
left.

The hands are replenished up to five cards at the start of each round, so players always play with a hand of 5 
cards, and each player gets the 1st Turn Marker once every 4 rounds.



Running Out of Cards
At the start of a round, if any player cannot replenish their hand up to five cards because their draw pile is 
empty, then the player in possession of the 1st Turn Marker immediately collects together all 64 playing cards 
(including those in hand!) then shuffles and re-deals all the cards into four new draw piles, one for each player. 
All players then draw a new hand of five cards, and play can continue.

Winning
The winner is the first player to either land exactly on, or to pass over the space they started from, having 
completed at least one circuit of the board in a clockwise direction.



Hints & Tips on Strategy

Timing
In each round of Card Play, the player on 4th Turn has a major advantage, because they will be the last to play a
card, and the Rule Markers are then fixed for that round. It can be advantageous to reserve potentially powerful 
cards (Fortune, Bribery, Signoria) for when it is your turn to play last - but try not to get caught out with a 
handful of good cards when the draw piles run out!

Awareness
Be aware of the location of all other players' tokens as well as your own - if you cannot easily alter the board 
state to your own advantage, you may be able to hinder another player's tactics. In any round, the fates of some 
families may be temporarily linked; because their tokens stand on the same colour. Try not to unintentionally 
benefit another player by focusing too much on your own token.

Memory
Know how many cards exist of each type, and keep in mind how many of the most important cards are yet to be
played. 

Psychology
The players with the 1st & 2nd Turn Markers are least likely to be able to successfully manipulate the board 
state to their own advantage, and so may use their turn simply to discard an unwanted card. However, such 
things can be a ploy; either to distract attention, or to trick other players into altering or re-assessing their own 
tactics. One of the more devious ploys is to (occasionally, and only when it does not disadvantage you) play a 
totally random and “inappropriate” card – just to tempt other players into wasting their thinking time trying to 
figure out what you are up to!

Named Moves
Some "plays" occur frequently, and are sufficiently important to competitive players that they have names:

Gambado Reale (The Royal Leap)
When a player token rests on any Home square, it is possible that the rule token for that colour ends up on 
Fortune (+6). That token leaps forward 12 squares! In the first round, all player tokens are standing on such 
squares. There are 10 cards (Fortune, Bribery, Signoria) which, if drawn in an opening hand, can enable a 
Gambado move. Experienced players assigned to 1st, 2nd, or 3rd Turn in the opening round of a game will be 
wary of playing an Accusation or a Scandal that allows 4th Turn to use Signoria (if they have it). This tactic 
reduces the chances of a Gambado Reale from 60% down to 40%. For the same reasons, in mid and late game, 
experienced players tend to avoid playing cards that leave rivals standing on any home square. Of course, if 
you are lucky enough to make a Gambado Reale, it isn't all good news – you now have 3 other players all 
ganging up to hinder you...!

Bloccare (The Block)
The Gambado Reale is also the reason why (on the first round) 2nd and 3rd Turn will often put 1st Turn into 
Disgrace (-2) if they can. That backward move blocks an important square, and means the best that 4th Turn 
can possibly achieve in the opening round is 7 squares rather than 12.



Finta (The Feint)
Setting up your own token to move backwards can be an innocent or unavoidable play, but (especially when 
played by 1st Turn) you should suspect a Finta. 1st Turn may be trying to place their token on a colour which 
(given the cards they already have in hand) is likely to give them a big advance next turn - when they play 4th, 
and so can't easily be hindered. Later in the game, a 1st Turn Finta on to the home square just before their own 
home, is a possible game winning move.

Rules for Fewer than Four Players
Niccolò can be played by three or two players, or even solitaire.

The player token for any edge of the board that is vacant takes part in the game as an Envoy token. Additional 
rules apply to Envoys:

(1) Envoys have a draw pile, but they do not have a hand. When its turn comes around in the card play, the 
Envoy simply draws, and immediately plays, one card.
 
(2) Envoys act automatically at all times. When an Envoy draws and plays its one card, moves a rule marker, or
moves its token, then one of the human players must make the appropriate physical movements on its behalf. It 
doesn't matter which human player acts for the Envoy. 

(3) Envoys never make open choices. If an Envoy plays (for example) a Bribery, or any card that would 
normally require such a decision to be made, then that card is simply ignored and nothing happens to the Rule 
Markers.
 
(4) If an Envoy encounters a limited choice situation such as refusal, jump or gambado situation, then (if 
possible) it always chooses jump or gambado when moving clockwise, and it always refuses when moving 
backwards. 

In the solitaire game, the objective is to win before your draw pile runs out. If you cannot draw a card, then you 
immediately lose.

If you win, then your score is the number of cards remaining in your draw pile. See how high you can score!

Variant – Partner Niccolò 
Partner Niccolò is played by two teams of partners who sit opposite each other at the board.

Partners attempt to play cards which advance their own player token and/or their partner's token, whilst 
hindering one or both of the rival team tokens.

Any token which makes a circuit of the board and lands upon or passes its starting space is immediately 
removed from the board - but that player continues to take part in the card play, attempting to help their partner 
to finish.

The first team to get both of their tokens off the board wins the game.



Card Distribution
48 Coloured Cards  require a rule marker of a particular colour to be moved to a specified zone. For each of the 
four colours (Red / Blue / Yellow / Green) there are:

• 2 x Disgrace, 2 x Scandal, 2 x Inquisition, 2 x Influence, 2 x Favour, 2 x Fortune
•

16 Silver Cards grant the player a choice:

• 4 x Bribery = "Move any one rule marker to any zone".
• 4 x Rumour = "Move any one rule marker to Influence".
• 4 x Accusation = "Move any one rule marker to Inquisition".
• 4 x Signoria  = "Choose a direction - clockwise or anti-clockwise - then rotate all rule markers one zone 

in that direction".

Historical Background
The Florentine Republic thrived in medieval Italy. Under its system, a governing council called the Signoria 
was elected every 2 months along with its titular ruler called the Gonfaloniere. The republic survived many 
attempts to overthrow it, including a coup in 1434 which suspended the Republic for 60 years. 

At the beginning of the 16th Century, Florence was in disarray, having been involved in wars, and recovering 
from the ravages of the lunatic priest Savonarola and his "Bonfire of the Vanities". But a brief period of peace 
followed, in which Piero Soderini was elected Gonfaloniere. It was during this period that Niccolò  Machiavelli
worked for the Republic, advising on military and political matters.

In 1512, Giovanni de' Medici reconquered Florence, then lost control again in 1527, and the Republic lasted 
until 1532 when Alessandro de' Medici finally became hereditary monarch.

The Visconti family based in Milan had ruled much of northern Italy in earlier times, but by now had lost most 
of their power. Even a marriage between Bianca Maria Visconti to Francesco Sforza could not ultimately re-
establish their power. The Sforza family ruled Milan until 1515, and were influential in the balance of power 
between Milan, Florence, Naples, and Venice.

Origins of the Player Tokens
Coins: The Medici operated a thriving banking business throughout Europe.
Cannon: Giovanni Sforza was a Condottiero – a type of military commander.
Dog: An ancestor of the Viscontis (Gian Maria) was infamous for keeping vicious dogs, which he trained to kill
people.
Flag: Soderini was elected Gonfaloniere – deriving from a word meaning "flag" or "banner".
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